Our Students placed in WIPRO as ENGINEER TRAINEE 2014 BATCH

ECE

AKTSHYA DHEVI S
ANUSH S
KAVITHA C
KISHORE C
ANAND B
ELANGOVAN RAJA
HARIKARAN PUTHRAN G
KARUNAYA CHRISTOBEL LYDIA S
KRITHKAA S
NARENDER M
PANDIAN K
SABARINATHAN G

E & I

RAJALAKSHMI S
RANJITHA D
SATHYAPRIYA V
SHYAMALA D
AKSHAAYAA P
ASHMITHA B
KARTHIK T
PRIYADARSHINI R
SRIRAMASRIKIRAN K
SRINIVASA

EEE

SAIGEE THA S
SAIS RASTH DI R M
RAGOTHAMAN M
RAJAGOPAL S
SAI KUMAR V M
SASTI VRDHINI N
VENKATA KISHORE A
VIGNESH M
KRITHIK S
SUDARSAN SRIDAYANITHI

ICE

NAVNEETH SAI GIRIDHAR M
NETHAJI A K
RAJALAKSHMI S
RANJITHA D
SATHYAPRIYA V
SHYAMALA D
AKSHAAYAA P
ASHMITHA B
KARTHIK T
PRIYADARSHINI R
SRIRAMASRIKIRAN K

MCA

SAINIBHRI Y. S
SUDHAKAR B
VENGAIAH A
RAMESH R
RAJENDRA K
RAJENDRA K
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